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ABSTRACf 

A method for finding initial difference block s for certain bal 

anced incomplete block designs by means of partitions of elements in 

finite rings is given . It is shown that JlU.lltiplie theory for dif

ference sets, when expressed. in tenns of finite rings, can be useful 

:in certain instances for obtaining appropriate partitions . In par

ticular, despite the non-exístence of a difference set for a 149, 

49, 16, 16, 5) design, one can construct a 149, 98, 32, 16, lO} de

sign by attempting the former. 

RESUMEN 

En este trabajo se da un método para encontrar '~loques dife 
rencia" iniciales para cierto diseño de bloque incompleto balanceado 

(equilibrado) por medio de particiones de elementos en anillos fini
tos. 

Se prueba que la teoría de multiplicadores para conjuntos dife

rencia, cuando se expresan en términos de anillos finitos, puede ser 

útil en ciertos casos para obtener 1atticiones apropiadas. 

En particular, a pesar de la no existencia de un conjunto dife

ren'ia para un diseño (49, 49, 16, 16, 5) se puede construir un di

seño {49, 98, 32, 16, 101 ~or experimentación del anterior. 
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1. DIFFERENCE SETS AND CYCLIC MULTIPLIERS REVISlTED 

Let G denote a finite Abelian group of arder v (written addi

tively) . A difference set in G is a subset V = {d d d } of e
l' 2" " '~ 

l ernents of G such that every non-zera group element 9 can be ex

pressed in exactly le ways in the fom 

d,-d,: g,
,{ f 

where d,
,( 

and d. 
j 

belong to V. 1t is easily verified that 
A = k.(k.-1) / (v-1) • 

This is also a consequence of the fact that such a difference set 

can be used to generate the incidence matrix of a (v,k.,Al configura

tíon by a well-known construction [1J . 

If G is cyclic, we refer to V as a cyclic difference set. Let 

V :: {dl ' d , ... , dk} arrd V' = { d~ , d~, ... , dk } be cyclic difference
2 

sets on the same parameters (v, k, A) . Let .:t be an integer such that 

(.:t , v) = 1 and .6 be an arbitrary integer . Then 

E = {.:td ,.:td , .. . ,.:td"J:::tV and E' = {d; +.6 , d~ + ,6 , .. . ,d~+,6 = V+ .6
1 2 

are both cyclic dif ference sets . Then.:t is a multiplier of the dif

ference set if there exists an integer .6 such that E = E' . 

Multipliers for cyclic difference sets fonn an important part 

of cyclic difference set theory . The reader is referred to Baurnert 

[1] for an excellent account of that theory. 

A cormnon extension of the theory of multipliers from cycl ic 

groups to arbitrary finite groups G is made in tenns of the group 

algebra of G over a suitable field or ring , frequently the ring of 

rat ional int egers. Al though t hat approach does not differ greatIy 

from that taken here , t he present point of view is advantageous for 

the rnain construction of this paper . Despite the existence of cer 

tain difference sets , it is still possibl e , in sorne instances, to 

obtain useful informatíon for the construction of certain designs. 
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2. RINGS AND DIFFERENCE SETS 

Every finite Abelian group can be WTitten as the additive group 

of a cormnutative ring with identity . Indeed, since every Abelian 

group can be written as the direct product of cyclic groups, the di 

rect product of corresponding modular rings would serve the purpose. 

There are in general many rings which can be associated with each 

Abelian group; often others thanthose mentioned aboye are more con

venient. CUr theory deals with an arbitrary ring with identity . Al 

though i t is unnecessary for many theorems , we asslUTle that the ring 

is commutative since this is the case in practice. 

Now let R be a finite cornmutative ring with identity. Any ring 

referred to henceforth is asslDTIed to be of this type . The additive 

period of 1 is the ehaJr.a.eteJ!MUc. of the ring, and if the ring has 

characteristic m 1 then we can view the ring of integers modulo m as 

a subring Mof R. Indeed M is the subring generated by 1. We refer 

to Mas the integer ring of R, and identify the integers in R wi th 

the corresponding rational integers whenever convenient . Clearly if 

(t,m) = 1, t is invertible in R . For notational convenience we de 

note an integer in R by a lower case Latin letter , and use the sarne 

symbol if we are viewing this element as a rational integer . Arbi

trary elernents of R will be denoted by lower case Greek letters. 

Let V be a difference set in (the additive structure of) a ring 

R. Let t be an integer in R. Then t is a rnul tiplier of V if there 

exists an elernent a. in R such that :tV = V + a.. 

A rnultiplier t is said to fix a difference set V if tv = V. 
The following results are cited without proof. They are essen

tially variants of standard result s . obtained by employing the group 

algebra. 

LFMv1A 2 . 1 Le;t R be. a fÚng otí C.haJc.ac.tVÚ6UC. m. 1tí :t ,[6 a. 

mu..tü.ptÚA 06 a. cU:.6tíeJl.e.nc.e. -6e.t V aYLd,¿6 (:t - 1 ,m) = 1 , the.n thvz.e. ,[6 

a. cU:.títívz.e.YLc.e. -6e.:t v* :that ,[6 ó'¿xe.d by t . 
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ehaJux.ctcvz. ~a e an.d c.haJr.a.cteJLi..6tic. m. La n be a plC.odac.t 06 CÜ6fuc.t 

plC..Ú7tu ~uc.h :tha.t. n 1 k - A , (n, kl = In, mI = 1 and n > A. 16 eveJc.fj 

p!Ume cUv-iAOII. Pj 06 n ~ the plLopVl-ty .tha;t theJc.e e.xÁAú an ruegcvz. 
a. 

a j .6uc.h .tha;t p/ :: t mod m, then t -w a muLUpUeJc. 06 v. 

3. ADJUGACY CLASSES AND mE MAIN CONSTRUCfION 

Let R be a finite ring with identity and let R* denote the set 

of non-zero elernents of R. Let a be an invertible element of R I 

and S be a subset of R* . Then we denote {a ~ : 6 E S} by a S. Let 

TI = {PI' P2' • • .,Pn} be a partition of R*. Then TI is said to be 

adjugacy partition fur ex if f~r each P. E: TI there is a part P . 
.{. 1 

such tbat CL Pi = Pj . Clearly a TI = (a p¡ , CL Pz, ... ,a Pp } is apel1TlUta

tion of TI. Note tbat a given a may have several adjugacy partitions; 

every partition is an adjugacy partition for the identity element of 

R* . Given a partition TI we refer to any invertible element of R* for 

which TI is adjugacy class as an adjugate of TI • Clearly the set of 

adjugates of any fixed pennutation TI is a subgroup of the group of 

units of R. 

Let M denote any nrultiset of elements of R* and 'Tí be a parti

tion of R* . Then M i5 said to be eonfonnal with TI if for eaeh part 

P. there exists a non-negative integer b(P. J such that eaeh member 
.{. .(. 

of P. oeCUTS in M with frequency nIP.) . Clearly if M and TI are eon
.{. .{. 

formal, so are M and a TI where TI i5 an adjugacy class for ex. 

Note that the notati~n P ,P2 , ••• 'P for the parts of TI irnplic
1 n 

itly establishes a bijeetion between the parts of TI and N={l, ... ,n} . 

Hence, given TI and M eonfonnal, and ex adjugate to TI, we can define a 

Metíon 9 from N to the non-negative integers by the rule 9 (.¿J ~ 
ex ex 

= 6(Q~J where Q~ is the pre-image of P; under ex. (Teehnically, 9 is 
.(..{. "'

a ftmetj on of 71 and M as well as a, but these are omitted as there 

is no danger of ambiguity ). \'le define he vec.tor Va to be the 

n-tuple (g {I J, (g {21, ... ,9 nI (h'ith the 5ame caveat TegaTding TT ~md 
1). CL a 

M). 

http:eveJc.fj


TI-ffiOREM 3. 1 (Main Construction) . Le1 R be a. 6.úú:te Júng wi;th 

'¿denti.ÓIJ and TI be a paJLtU{,on 06 R* . Le1 B be a k-~u.b~et 06 R* ~u.ch 

.that .the mui..tMe1 M06 1Ü66eJLenc.u 06 cU6:tútct membru 06 B iA c.on

60tunal wUh 'Tf . 16 :theJLe ew:t6 a ~e;t {al ,C\ 1' " ,at} 06 adjuga..tu 06 

TI wah vec..toM Va. and a. ¿¡e;t 06 non-negative bLtegw E:., 1.= 1,2, . .. ,:t
.t ~ ~ 

-6uc.h.tfutt I E:. Vel • :! (A, A, .. . , A) , .the.n .theJte. e.xi6ú a balanc.e.d bt
,¿=l.{. .{. 

c.ompie;te b.toc.f¿ duign I ,p. l wah paJtame.tw 

t t
( ¡ R¡ , ¡Q¡ ¿ E. , k ¿ E: , k I AJ • 

, .{. , 
,.(,=1 ,(,=¡ 

PJto06; Consider the multiset 1 of ''blocks'' a.B, 1.. = 1,2, . •. ,t 
where a.B is taken with frequency E . • Consider the 

~ 

differences gen
~ ~ 

erated by these blocks. lf d belongs to P. , then it occurs as a 
~ 

difference 9 ¡'¿J t:imes in the set of differences of ex. B , and hence 
t a ~ 

Le:. 9 (,¿) times as a difference of elements in the multiset l.
• .{. Ct 

'{':"l 

Hence 1 is a set of initial blocks [21 for a design wlth the specif

ied pararneters. ~ 

4 . APPLlCATIONS 

Clearly the difficulty in applying Theorem 3.1 is in finding ap

propriate adjugacy partitions and adjugates . Sometimes these can be 

associated with multiplier orbits in tlfailed" difference sets. We 

illustrate by showing the existence of a design with pararneters (49, 

98, 32, 76, 10) which can be obtained by exarnining a "failed" dif

ference set (49, 76 , 5J . There is no (49, 16,5) difference set in 

either Z or Z x Z . However, let us asstune that such were to exist 
,+9 7 7 

in Z7 X Z7 '" G . We may view this group as either the additive group 

of the Galois field GF (72 J or the ring product R7 , 7 = Z7 X Z7 ' Let liS 

first consideT G as the additive group of GF!72. ). In this Ting the 

integer subring is the ground field GF (7). Now take p = 11. Clear 

http:paJtame.tw
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Iy (11, 7l = 1 and 7 < 11 . Hence 11 :: 4 is a multiplier. MJreover 

(3,7) = 1 Hence any difference set would be fixed by 4.' By division 

by a suitable factor we can assume that 1 E V . 
Hence 1,2,4 E V , since these are the powers of 4 mod 7. These 

are, of course, the quadratic residues mod 7. Since 4 has mu1tipli

cative period 3 mod 7, V would also contain °and 4 other orbits of 

length 3. Hence V would have the fonn 

!¡ 

{(O,O ) , (1,0) (2,0) , (4,O)} U { (a.,b ,) , (2a.,2b.), 14a.,4b.)},
1.:: 1 ~,{. ~,{. ,{.,{. 

where (r.t, SJ is a member of Z7 x Z7' and we identify the grotmd field 

GF(7) with the fiTst component. 
Now the set R. :: {b., 2b. , 4b'} is the set oE residues mod 7 if 

.(. .(. .(. .(. 

b. is a residue; it is the set of non-residues mod 7 if b. is a non
.(. .(. 

residue, and is {O} if b. 
.(. 

= O. Continuing by the criterion that V 

should behave as much as possible as a difference set, we decide 

that b. 
..(. 

:/ O, for i... = 1,2,3,4 . 

Indeed, if sorne b. I O, then (y,O), y E GF(7) is a subset of V . 
.(. 

(The first components of such an orbit must constitute the non-resi

dues mod 7, since V contains no Tepeated elements) . Hence each dif

ference (y, O), y I O, would occur 7 times in V, contrary to the as

sumption A = 5. In fact, each pair (y,O), y :/ O, would have to occur 

as a difference 5 times , and hence O would have to OCCUT as a dif

ference 30 times in the second component of V. It already occurs 12 

times because of the presence of Z = { ( °,°1 , (O, 1) , (0,2) , (O,4)} • 

Since b. 
.(. 

I O, a second component of V can not occur as a difference 

within R . . Let X(a) = 1 if a is a residue mod 1, and x (a ) = -1 if a 
.(. 

is a non -residue mod 7. Then the differences between R. and R. would 
..(. j 

have to have either zeTO or six second components of ° according as 

X(b .) X(b . ) :: Olor 1 respectively . 
.(. j 

Consider the following tableo 
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NLuober of residues Number of non-residues Number of zero differ 
b. b . ences in second compo 

..t ..t nent generated by {R,}
..t 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 

4 
3 
2 
1 
O 

36 
18 
6 

18 
36 

Thus either one or three of the b, would have to be a residue. Sirni
.t 


lar analysis show that exact1y one of the a.i' say a.
l 

' would have to 


be O. Moreover , precisely zero or two of the rernaining di would have 
to be a residue. Let A(O) denote the number of d . that are resjdues

-<. 
in O, and BIV) the number of b. that are residues in V. There are 

-<. 
two possible cases, depending on whether or not ís a residue.b1 

CASE 1. b1 is a residue . Let Z * = Z U {( O, 1) , (O, 2J (O,4)}.I 

Let V* = V - Z* . 

1~en the following cases are possible. 

A(V) B(O) 

O O 

O 2 

2 O 

2 2 

Let us denote by RR, RN, NR and NN the cases in which d,¿b,¿ are 

both residues, a,¿ is a residue, b,¿ is a non-residue, etc. This leads 

to the following distríbutions. 
NN NN NN 

NN NR NR 

NN RN RN 

RR RR NN 

RN RR NR 
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By the S)'IlIl1etry between components in Z* , we see that cases andA2 

A3 are equivalent. 

CASE 2. b is a non-residue. Here we note that if any differ
2 

ence set V in Z7 X Z7 is multiplied by an invertible element in the 

corresponding direct product of rings , the resul t is also a differ

ence set . By switching to this rmg we see that if V were a differ

ence set cOTTesponding to rase 2, multiplication by (1,3) would give 

a difference set corresponding to case 1. Thus we need only consider 

distributions Al ' A ' A.. l' and A.. 2 • 2 , , 
However it is only necessary to consider distribution Afor our 

present purposes. Since there are only nme distinct pairs of "type" 

NN, and nine such pairs are required, we have a tmique completion of 

the candidate difference set to V1 = {( O, O) , (O, 1) , (0,21 , (0,41 , 

(1,01,12,0 1 , (4,01 , 13,3) , 13,51 , (3,6),15,3), (5,5) , (5,6), (6,3), 

(6 , 5) , (6,6) }. But VI is not a difference set, since (1,1) is repre

sented as a difference on1y 4 times, whereas (1,3) is represented 6 

times. The set VI is still useful nonetheless. If we view G as the 

direct product of rings Z7 x Z7 :: R, we define a partition TI of R* as 

follows. (Result that i f a € Z~, then X (a) :: 1 if a is a quadratic 

residue , and X( a ) = - 1 otherwise). Let PI :: U {(O,a), (a,O)}, 
ad*

7 

P
2 

= { {a,B) : a , S E: Z~ X(aS) :: 1} and P3 = { (a ,S I : a S E: Z~ , X(aS) = - l} . 

We show that M, the nrul t i set of differ ences of VI is confonnal with 

TI. Not ing that R = U ,2,4 } and N = O ,5,6} are (7,3,1 ) difference 

sets in V it is trivial that every element of PI occurs precisely 5 

t imes in M. Now each element of the fom (a, SI , a S I O is represen

ted as a diff erence of the members of N x N :: H. Now let VI - H = K • 

Then clearly no member of P can occur as a di f ference of members of
2 

K. f'.breover s ince [R - N] , t he nrult iset of differences between R and 

N in that order can be written in the fonn R+ 2N, each member of P
2 

occurs exactly 3 times as a di f f erence between elements of H and K in 

sorne order. Hence each member of P3 occurs precisely 4 t imes in M. 

Now consider any member of P " 1t occurs precisely once as a differ
3 

ence of members of K . Further, since [N - RJ = N+ 2R , every element 
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of can be written precisely 4 times as a differenee between memPs 

bers of H and K in sorne order , Therefore each member of P3 occurs 

6 times in M, In StUl1Itlary , ólP11 =5I Ó(P2 = 4) , 6(P3) = 6. Now 
clearly (1,11 and (1,3) are adjugates of 1T, with (1,3) PI = PI and 

(1,3JP2 ; P ' MOreover VII,l) = (5,4,6) and V(l,S) = (5,6,4), Applys 
ing theorem 3, 1 , we see that VI and (1, 31 V1 are a pair of initia! 

bloeks for a 149, 98, 32, 16, 101 BIBD, This design is listed as un

known in the catalogue of Col1ens [3J ' The set VI is not the only 

eandidate that is eonfonnal with TI , Many of the other orbit struc

tures of the other distributions of this seetion work as well , il

lustrat:ing the tendeney of multiplier orbits to correspond to adju
gacy partitions , In those instances when the orbit lengths are in

compatible with k. however, the present techniques to not apply, For 

example, cons ider the case of a (121, 16,2) difference set in Z1 1 X ; l' 

In this case there would be a difference set fixed by 7. But 7 is 

primitive in GF(11j henee it has period 10. Since k. = 16, no attempt 

at a "multiple copy" of the corresponding design is possible by the 

preceding methods. 
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